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Havis Releases Slimmer Docking Stations for Dell Latitude 12 Rugged Tablets

Havis expands its full line of docking stations to maximize space in mobile offices requiring a
slimmer footprint

WARMINSTER, Pa (PRWEB) May 08, 2017 -- Havis Inc., a leading manufacturer of mobile office solutions,
has added the DS-DELL-610 Series of thin-profile docking stations to its full line of lightweight docking
stations and cradles for Dell Latitude 12 Rugged Tablets. The thin-profile docking station is designed to
maximize space inside a vehicle, forklift, work cart or on a desktop, for a more productive mobile office. The
DS-DELL-610 Series will be on display at Dell-EMC World booth # 652 May 9-11 in Las Vegas, along with
several other docking options for Dell Computing devices.

The DS-DELL-610 provides a reliable and compact solution for securing devices and connections to
peripherals in rugged conditions. The docking stations include port replication to allow for connectivity to
printers, scanners and other peripherals, with up to two USB 3.0 cable ports, and one USB 2.0 port in the front,
as well as Ethernet, serial, VGA and display port replication. Bundled power supply options are also available.

The docking station is ergonomically designed with rounded corners and edges to maximize safety and comfort,
and tested to the industry’s highest safety standards to ensure quality performance in the most rugged
conditions. The new DS-DELL-610 Series can be combined with Havis’ broad selection of mounting and
motion accessories to be integrated into a variety of in-vehicle and desktop applications.

Havis works directly with OEM partners like Dell to develop computing device-specific docking stations that
are ergonomically designed to maximize safety and comfort. Havis docking solutions are tested to the
industry’s highest safety standards to ensure quality performance in the most rugged conditions.

For more information, visit the DS-DELL-610 Series page on www.havis.com.

Follow Havis
Stay up-to-date on the latest products and announcements from Havis through the Havis Equipped Blog,
LinkedIn and Facebook.

About Havis
Havis Inc. is a privately held, ISO 9001:2008-certified company that manufactures in-vehicle mobile office
solutions for public safety, public works, government agencies and mobile professionals. For more than 80
years, the Havis mission has been to increase mobile worker productivity with industry-leading products that
are built to the highest safety and quality standards and are designed with comfort in mind. Havis is dedicated
to responsible intellectual property management, and fosters ongoing innovation. Havis’ patent and trademark
portfolio demonstrates commitment to consistently researching and developing unique products and solutions
for mobile industries around the world. With headquarters in Warminster, Pa., a location in Plymouth, Mich.,
and Havis Europe Ltd. based in in the United Kingdom, Havis currently employs more than 300 people. For
more information on Havis, please call 1-800-524-9900 or visit www.havis.com.
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Contact Information
Heather Miller | Marketing Manager
Havis, Inc.
http://www.havis.com
+1 (215) 957-0720 Ext: 3198

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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